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2. Regulatory Risk



EU and UK ESG Sustainable Finance Regulation
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In March 2018, the EU published its 
“Action Plan on the Financing of 
Sustainable Growth” its plan to 
integrate sustainability into the EU 
financial system. This sits alongside other 
EU initiatives such as “The European 
Green Deal” and “Fit for 55”.

The UK has its own, post-Brexit, Green 
Finance Strategy that aims to harness 
its financial services sector to support 
climate and environmental objectives.

Both initiatives will affect, or have the 
potential to affect, cross-border 
financing transactions.



ESG Regulation for DCM - Overview
Legislation What is it? Who does it apply to? In force? Applicability to DCM

Taxonomy EU dictionary of what 
constitutes a 
“sustainable economic 
activity”

Crosscutting but notably 
applies/will apply as part of 
CSRD, SFDR, EU GBS, Pillar 
III. 

Yes CSRD – to Issuers, alignment of activity with Taxonomy; SFDR – to buy-side, alignment of 
sustainable funds with Taxonomy; EU GBS – to Issuers, alignment of proceeds with Taxonomy; 
Article 8 Taxonomy – to corporates and FIs, alignment of capex, opex and revenue (or GAR for 
FIs); Pillar III disclosures – BTAR 

CSRD Sustainability reporting 
requirements for 
companies

Certain EU and non-EU 
companies

Yes For FY 2024 onwards, many EU and non-EU Issuer clients will be including sustainability 
information mandated by CSRD in their management report

SFDR Sustainability reporting 
requirements for the 
buy-side

Buy-side (not Issuers or 
underwriters)

Yes Issuers and underwriters may face increasing demand for sustainability related information from 
the buy-side

EU GBS Voluntary EU gold 
standard for green 
bonds

Issuers of a EU GBS No Applies to Issuer clients using the EU GBS label. May also apply to EU GBS securitisations.

MiFID II ESG Amendments to MiFID 
PG Regime

MiFID II Manufacturers and 
Distributors

Yes See ICMA view here for wholesale DCM: ICMA-proposed-approach-MiFID-PG-ESG-amendments-
October-2022.pdf (icmagroup.org)

CSDDD Detailed supply chain 
due diligence for EU and 
non-EU companies

Certain EU and non-EU 
companies

No Unclear. One to watch.

Listing Act Reform of the EU PR Issuers of PR compliant 
securities

No TBD. See proposed updated via new PR Article 13(f)

ESG Ratings Currently unregulated N/A No Use of ESG ratings in offering documents, announcements, SLBs, sustainable CP

https://www.icmagroup.org/assets/ICMA-proposed-approach-MiFID-PG-ESG-amendments-October-2022.pdf


The EU sustainability data chain
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• NFRD = Non-Financial Reporting Directive (Directive 2014/95/EU)

• CSRD = Corporate Sustainability Reporting Directive (Proposal COM(2021) 189 
final)

• SFDR = Sustainable Finance Disclosure Regulation (Regulation (EU) 2019/2088)

• BMR = Benchmark Regulation (Regulation (EU) 2016/1011)

• CRA = Credit Rating Agencies Regulation (Reg. (EU) No 462/2013)

Benchmark 
Providers

Low-Carbon Benchmark 
Regulation (BMR)

Credit Rating 
Agencies*

ESMA Guidelines
(CRA Regulation)

Asset Owners (End-Investors)

In-scope reporting Non-financial 
Companies and Financial Institutions

NFRD/CSRD
Taxonomy Regulation

Financial Market Participants & 
Financial Advisors

SFDR, Green Bond Standard and
Taxonomy Regulation

* Reported data will also be required for ESG ratings. It is unclear whether and to what extent the EU will envisage a regulation for ESG ratings.



Regulatory risk

Tackling greenwashing is a top priority for financial regulators around the world



FCA, ESMA and HKMA have begun work to propose new “anti-greenwashing” rules

Regulatory risk



Key Takeaways

1. CSRD preparation is a live issue for many Issuer clients. Consideration needs to be given to how that 
information may translate into offering documentation. In particular, non-EU companies should consider 
implication of listing retail debt on reg market in EU. ESG corporate reporting is also a point for 
consideration via non-EU legislation. 

2. EU Green Bond Standard is now provisionally agreed. Final detail is not yet clear but expect more client 
queries. There is no current plan for a UK GBS.

3. There are range of EU ESG regulations that will have an effect on bond documentation – notably the 
Taxonomy, CSRD, EU GBS and any ESG amendments via the Listing Act.

4. There is currently less in the way of US and UK regulation but watch out for UK ESG corporate reporting 
requirements, a UK FCA anti-greenwashing principle and the SEC’s Climate Change Disclosure reporting 
rules.

5. Greenwashing remains a huge concern for regulators in EU, UK, US and HK. We are very likely to see more in 
the way of regulation to combat this and more litigation.



3. Reputational Risk



Reputational risk



Reputational risk

Source: Morgan Stanley Investment Management 2020



4. Litigation Risk



Litigation risk

 Increasing prominence of claims relating to greenwashing

 Broader range of stakeholders in ESG-related matters than in “traditional” 
litigation – leads to wider pool of potential claimants

 Stakeholders have different motivations and different barometers for what 
constitutes “successful” outcome

 Affect conduct (encourage / discourage conduct)

 Raise public awareness: issue- and sector-oriented

 Stakeholders are developing innovative approaches to ESG-related litigation

 Sophisticated litigants with significant war chests available

 Interaction with reputational risk

Additional Mayer Brown resources:

Climate Litigation: private actors 
increasingly becoming the targets of 
claims | Eye on ESG

The Grantham Research Institute on 
Climate Change and the Environment 
publishes its 2022 global trends in 
climate litigation report | Eye on ESG

New Allegations in World-first Lawsuit 
Over Clean Energy and Zero Emissions 
Claims | Eye on ESG

https://www.eyeonesg.com/2022/06/climate-litigation-private-actors-increasingly-becoming-the-targets-of-claims/
https://www.eyeonesg.com/2022/07/the-grantham-research-institute-on-climate-change-and-the-environment-publishes-its-2022-global-trends-in-climate-litigation-report/
https://www.eyeonesg.com/2022/09/new-allegations-inworld-first-lawsuit-over-clean-energy-and-zero-emissions-claims/


Litigation risk – Illustrative examples

Consistent themes in emerging (non-DCM) greenwashing 
cases are allegations of misrepresentation, omissions, 
misleading evidence and mislabelling



5. Greenwashing



What is greenwashing?

 There is no harmonised legal definition and the 
concept of greenwashing will vary by product, 
regulator and jurisdiction

 However, at its core, greenwashing is fundamentally 
about misrepresentation, misstatement and false 
and misleading practices in relation to 
environmental credentials

 It is not purely a legal or regulatory concept –
allegations of greenwashing can have significant 
reputational impact

“Greenwashing is marketing that 
portrays an organisation’s products, 
activities or policies as producing 
positive environmental outcomes 
when this is not the case”



What is greenwashing?

There are some common themes in greenwashing allegations:

 Statement about environmental or ESG credentials is not correct

 Statement doesn’t tell the whole story of a product or service; or relates to one part of the product or 
service but misleads people about the other parts or the overall impact on the environment

 Caveats or conditions to an environmental or ESG statement are not adequately disclosed

 Statement about environmental or ESG credentials is based on flawed or incomplete evidence

 Statement about environmental or ESG credentials is based on flawed calculations

 A sustainable label, tag or rating in relation to a product or service is misleading

 A regulatory statement or classification is incorrect of misleading

 Transactions that “rearrange the deck chairs on the Titanic”



6. Product Specific Risk – SLBs
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1. Additional guidance from ICMA available (including updated ICMA Q&A document and KPI registry)

2. Risk factors and disclaimers are increasingly detailed and sophisticated

3. Sustainability Agent/Coordinator – Not “Advisor”; increasing prevalence of Sustainability Agent mandate letters

4. Are the SLB Terms and Conditions clear?

5. Failure to report as Event of Default “by mistake”? 

6. Recalculation language increasingly popular

7. EBA Monitoring Report June 2021 – SLBs not appropriate for EU regulatory capital issuances

8. Are targets ambitious? Are targets appropriate? 

9. Not just step-ups – Also step-downs, redemption premia, charitable donations, purchase of carbon credits

Top tips for Sustainability-Linked Bonds

https://www.icmagroup.org/assets/documents/Sustainable-finance/2022-updates/SLB-QA-CLEAN-and-FINAL-for-publication-2022-06-24v2-050822.pdf
https://view.officeapps.live.com/op/view.aspx?src=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.icmagroup.org%2Fassets%2Fdocuments%2FSustainable-finance%2F2022-updates%2FRegistry-SLB-KPIs_Final_2022-06-24-280622.xlsx&wdOrigin=BROWSELINK
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Sustainability-Linked Bonds – Our resources

Sustainability-Linked Bonds Resources | 
Free Writings & Perspectives

To learn more about structuring and 
documenting SLBs, see our recent Insight 
publication on some of the key practical 
and legal considerations. Available at:

https://www.freewritings.law/sustainability-linked-bonds-resources/


7. Navigating Risk



General

 Much of the mitigating ESG risks lies in existing principles of good practice plus an understanding 
of the sustainability profile of the client, industry and the transaction

 In particular, attention should be paid to:

 Disclosure

 Due diligence

 Understanding emerging market practice

 Understanding the sustainability profile of the client and the transaction



Checklist - Disclosure

 Disclosure, marketing materials and public statements – accuracy is essential

 Simple and clear 

 Don’t overstate, do explain

 ESG legislation is complex and developing. “Adherence” should be caveated where possible (e.g. EU 
Taxonomy)

 Use risk factors; disclaimers; forward looking statement language

 Use of common metrics and describe limitations of those metrics; third party verification (e.g. SBTi)

 Discrepancies between what is “said” and what is “done” – identify and cure

 Alignment between offering documents, marketing materials and corporate sustainability reports

 Alignment with institutional policies, commitments and after market publicity

Approach to disclosure in offering documents, marketing materials and corporate reporting is important



Checklist – Due diligence

 “Kicking the tyres” on the framework

 Flush out other ESG risks or controversies the group may be facing

 Example questions:

 Please confirm that the [framework document] is accurate and consistent with the Prospectus 
and other marketing materials.

 Please discuss any ESG issue or controversy (including negative news media coverage) affecting 
the Issuer over the last 3 years.

 Please describe your internal controls and procedures in relation to ESG risks? How do you 
identify and address ESG risks?

 You have publically committed to “X”, please describe what you are doing to achieve “X”.

 Further sources of questions: External counsel; OECD report on ESG due diligence; AFME ESG HY 
DDQs

Addressing ESG issues in diligence is important



Checklist – ESG bonds

Prospectus

 Focus on disclosure

 Underwriter disclaimers

 Risk factors

 Use of proceeds / framework disclosure

Subscription Agreement

 Generally disclosure rep. is very helpful

 Potentially:

 Undertaking regarding UoP

 Undertaking to report (but not to deliver the report to 
banks)

 Commitment to listing on green exchange (if relevant

 Appointment of second party opinion provider

 Accuracy of framework

 Confirmation of right to distribute the framework

Investor Presentation, announcements and other 
materials

 Consistency between the IP and the Prospectus. 

 Is the ESG information included appropriate/necessary?

 Disclaimers

Due Diligence

 What does the framework say? Is there information that needs to 
be included in the Prospectus?

 Additional questions, e.g. in relation to the accuracy of the 
framework, other ESG risks the Issuer may be facing.

 Client screening. Are you aware of any ESG controversies?

Other

 An SPO from a reputable provider is also helpful protection for 
underwriters

 Mandate Letter – additional protection required if acting as 
Sustainability Bank/Coordinator?

 Use of ESG ratings. Disclaimer?

Points to consider for ESG bonds



Checklist – Understanding the sustainability profile 

 What are the positive and negative impacts of the transaction on the borrower’s reputation? The 
lender/underwriter’s reputation?

 How does the transaction fit in with the client’s sustainability profile and industry? Are there any red 
flags that need to be addressed?

 What else has the client said publically around sustainability and ESG?

 How is the transaction aligned with institutional policies, commitments and after market publicity?

 Are we using a client’s ESG ratings appropriately?

 Are we being sufficiently transparent?

 Are the KPIs and SPTs sufficient to incentivise meaningful change by borrowers in their sustainability 
practices?



8. Q&A



Today’s speakers

Peter Pears is a partner in the Banking 
& Finance practice of the London 
office. He acts for issuers and 
underwriters on a range of domestic 
and international capital markets 
products including Eurobond, medium 
term note, commercial paper, 
regulatory capital, corporate hybrid 
and liability management transactions. 

Peter has considerable experience in 
sustainable debt and ESG principles 
and regularly advises on green, social 
and sustainable bonds, sustainability-
linked bonds and ESG regulatory 
matters. He currently serves on the 
Advisory Council to the ICMA Green 
Bond Principals Executive Committee.
Peter chairs the Firm’s Sustainable 
Finance product group and on the 
steering committee for the Firm’s 
disability awareness network, Enable.

Peter Pears
Partner | London
+44 20 3130 3297

ppears@mayerbrown.com 

James Taylor is a partner in the 
Banking & Finance practice of the 
London office. 

James’ practice focuses on public and 
private offerings of debt and equity-
linked securities, advising issuers and 
underwriters on the standalone issue 
and offering of retail and wholesale 
medium term notes, commercial 
paper, certificates of deposit, 
warrants, convertible and 
exchangeable bonds and covered 
bonds, as well as the establishment 
and update of platforms for the 
issuance of multiple types of 
securities, the structuring of liability 
management transactions and the 
provision of ongoing advice on 
securities laws, corporate governance 
and stock exchange requirements 
related to them.

James Taylor
Partner | London
+44 203 130 3136
jtaylor@mayerbrown.com



Our resources

https://www.freewritings.law/
http://www.writingonthewall.com/
https://www.eyeonesg.com/


Thank you!
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